
Game of Thrones  Shakespeare  Don Quixote 
Wednesday, April 13, 12:30 - 1:50 p.m., CAA-218 

- Why is Game of Thrones so popular? 

- What do the show and book owe to Shakespeare or Cervantes? 

- Does Shakespeare + nudity + dragons = Game of Thrones? 

- How are the fans of the HBO series and best-selling books similar to the readers of Don Quixote? 

 

opening credits: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7L2PVdrb_8 

 

I. Games of Thrones         [12:35 – 12:45] 

 A. HBO Game of Thrones series or Song of Ice and Fire book series by George R. R. Martin? 

  • Which one is primary source? 

   HBO series vs. book series or  both?  = Game of Thrones 

   

 B. HBO Game of Thrones series 

  • Who watches it? 

• trailer for season 6: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EI0ib1NErqg 

  • Why do you think it is so popular? 

  • What makes it so appealing to its fans? 

       

 C. Song of Fire and Ice book series 

• Game of Thrones (694 pp., 1996) to A Dance with Dragons (#5, 1040 pp.,  2011) 

• Who has read? 

  • Why do you think it is so popular? 

  • What makes it so appealing to its fans? 

   - world-building 

   - different chapters told from different points of view 

   - want to know what happens even if brutal 

   - challenge of reading (4451 total pages so far) 
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II. Game of Thrones & Shakespeare       [12:45 - 1:10] 

A. Does Shakespeare + nudity + dragons = Game of Thrones? 

 

http://goodticklebrain.com/home/2015/4/22/happy-451st-birthday-shakespeare 

 

B. How might Game of Thrones and the plays of Shakespeare be related? 

• Discuss 

 

C. Quiz 

• Do the quiz together: 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/booknews/11144927/Quiz-Game-of-Thrones-or-a-

Shakespeare-play.html 

• Discuss 
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II. Game of Thrones & Shakespeare   cont.    [12:45 - 1:10] 

D. The Wars of the Roses 

• England, 1845-1487:  Lancasters vs. Yorks – wars fought for the throne 

  • Game of Thrones:  Lannisters vs. Starks 

Robb Stark is based on Edward IV, Theon Greyjoy on his brother George Plantagenet and 

Stannis Baratheon is their other brother Richard III. Cersei Lannister has similar problems to 

Margaret of Anjou, wife of Henry VI, in that they don’t get on with their husband’s most loyal 

servant. In Game of Thrones that’s Ned Stark; in Henry IV, it’s Richard, Duke of York. Meanwhile, 

in exile and awaiting a chance to invade and take over, Daenerys Targaryen and Henry Tudor (the 

soon-to-be Henry VII) have quite a lot on common. (McAlpine) 

http://www.bbcamerica.com/shows//blog/2015/04/9-tv-characters-who-owe-it-all-to-shakespeare 

 

  • Shakespeare: 

Henry VI Henry VI, Part II Henry VI, Part III Richard III 

But underpinning the whole structure of this epic is a much more penetrating theme, 

questioning the very nature of our species. On the surface, the protagonists argue about kingship, 

about divine right and lineage on one side of the debate, and the necessity of strong and 

inspirational leadership on the other. But the underlying question is why? Why do we resort to 

violence? Why do we make war? Why must some of us dominate or die? Why can our species not 

accept our fundamental equality? (Nunn) 

http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/sep/12/shakespeare-the-wars-of-the-roses-elizabethan-

game-of-thrones 

 

 E. Who wins?  

• Shakespeare’s themes and characters are so archetypal that they appear 

throughout literature. 

• Shakespeare’s contribution to the English language is unparalled. 
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III. The Song of Ice and Fire, George R.R. Martin & Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes  

[1:10 - 1:35] 

A. How do you think they might be related? 

• Discuss 

 

B. Episodic / picaresque novels 

• Song of Ice and Fire series & Don Quixote 

• Martin’s novels have chapters from the POV of different characters 

• How does this definition match the characters (Tyrion, for example)? 

 

Picaresque novel, early form of novel, usually a first-person narrative, relating the 

adventures of a rogue or lowborn adventurer (Spanish pícaro) as he drifts from place to place and 

from one social milieu to another in his effort to survive. 

In its episodic structure the picaresque novel resembles the long, rambling romances of 

medieval chivalry, to which it provided the first realistic counterpart. Unlike the idealistic knight-

errant hero, however, the picaro is a cynical and amoral rascal who, if given half a chance, would 

rather live by his wits than by honourable work. The picaro wanders about and has adventures 

among people from all social classes and professions, often just barely escaping punishment for his 

own lying, cheating, and stealing. He is a casteless outsider who feels inwardly unrestrained by 

prevailing social codes and mores, and he conforms outwardly to them only when it serves his own 

ends. The picaro’s narrative becomes in effect an ironic or satirical survey of the hypocrisies and 

corruptions of society, while also offering the reader a rich mine of observations concerning people 

in low or humble walks of life. 

http://www.britannica.com/art/picaresque-novel 
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III. The Song of Ice and Fire, George R.R. Martin & Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes cont. 

[1:10 - 1:35] 

art by Rob Davis 

http://www.selfmadehero.com/title.php?isbn=9781906838614&edition_id=184 

 

 C. Knights errant & squires = hero & sidekick 

  - Quixote & Sancho Panza 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhGewcEF-KA&nohtml5=False 

15:00 –  

- “tilting at windmills”   - “Quixotic task” 

 

- Tyrion & Podrick  later - Jorah & Tyrion 

  - Brienne & Podrick 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6nzfbhj4R0&nohtml5=False 
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III. The Song of Ice and Fire, George R.R. Martin & Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes cont. 

[1:10 - 1:35] 

D. Reading experience 

 • Don Quixote 

Egginton’s Cervantes is a psychological portraitist, and his key technique is a parallax 

effect. Placed between one character’s misapprehension of a situation and a second character’s 

quite different experience of that same situation, our readerly point of view becomes three -

dimensional, and the fictional universe we have entered gains depth. We learn how different 

things can look and feel depending on where, or in whose shoes, we stand. While laughing at or 

with Quixote as he makes mistakes about windmills or sheep or village girls, we practice the trick 

of empathy, that odd stereopsis that allows us to stay rooted in ourselves while also registering the 

world through some other perspective. (Dames) 

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/04/the-new-fiction-of-solitude/471474/ 

 

  • By writing chapters from the point of view of different characters, Martin’s 

readers see through their eyes. We easily root for Sansa Stark or even Tyrion. We might even start 

to sort of maybe sympathize with Jaime or Cersei Lannister. 

 

E. Authors & questions of authorship: Miguel de Cervantes 

• Don Quixote was very popular (1605)  - basically the first modern novel 

• fake sequel not written or authorized by Cervantes (1614) 

• 2nd volume of Don Quixote (1615) – Cervantes addresses the impostor: 
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III. The Song of Ice and Fire, George R.R. Martin & Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes cont. 

[1:10 - 1:35] 

F. George R. R. Martin 

• Game of Thrones (694 pp., 1996) to A Dance with Dragons (#5, 1040 pp.,  2011) 

• fans have been waiting for 6th book which keeps getting delayed  

The online attacks on Martin suggest that some readers have a new idea about what an 

author owes them. They see themselves as customers, not devotees, and they expect prompt, 

consistent service. Martin, who is sixty-two, told me that Franck calls the disaffected readers the 

Entitlement Generation: “He thinks they’re all younger people, teens and twenties. And that their 

generation just wants what they want, and they want it now. If you don’t give it to them, they’re 

pissed off.” (Miller) 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/04/11/just-write-it 

 

• What do you think an author owes to his or her readers? 

IV. All the World’s a Stage        [1:35 - 1:45] 

 

• Are we Quixote? 

• He was obsessed with fantasy version of chivalry. 

• Do we do the same with Game of Thrones? 

•As teachers, students, readers, English majors, fans, maybe it is acceptable, maybe it is 

even required, that we become “absorbed” by our reading, by imagination, by fantasy, by 

art. 
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